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→ Exhibition Overview
Drum Listens to Heart: Part III

is the final part of a three-part exhibition,
and this part presents installation, video,

interactive, and sculptural works. The series
brings together an international roster of

artists exploring rhythm, pulse, music,
cultural history, healing, power, freedom,

and control.

→ About Drum Listens to Heart

This exhibition, along with the accompanying performances and programming, weaves together
various forms of percussion—physical and socio-political, literal and metaphorical. Together,
the works juxtapose instances of physical impact and vibration with forms of command,
emancipation, and community-building.

Drum Listens to Heart is centered around an action foundational to human existence: to strike an
object against another. The simple act of beating is not only a tool for fabrication and
mark-making, but also for oppression and control—to strike or to beat down. In opposition, the
beat has also been used as a means to break free, to express independence, and to establish
language in the face of oppression. Without needing words or images, the percussive can threaten
forms of authority and voice a powerful demand for freedom.

→ For Reference
Source: merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

“Percussion”: per· cus· sion | \ pər-ˈkə-shən
1: the act of percussing: such as

a: the striking of a percussion cap so as to set off the charge in a firearm
b: the beating or striking of a musical instrument
c: the act or technique of tapping the surface of a body part to learn the condition `of the

parts beneath by the resultant sound
2: the striking of sound on the ear
3: percussion instruments that form a section of a band or orchestra

“Polyrythmic”: poly· rhythm | \ ˈpä-lē-ˌri-t͟həm  \
1: the simultaneous combination of contrasting rhythms in music

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/percussing


→ About the Artists

David Hammons (b. 1943, Springfield, USA)

Basketball Installation, 1995
Steel basketball hoop, tree trunk, ceramic jug, basketball, dirt on wall

Hammons’ 1995 installation is
made by bouncing a charcoal and
dirt covered basketball onto a
gallery wall. Hammons collected
the dirt from Harlem, a historically
Black neighborhood in New York
City. Hammons wields the
basketball as a paintbrush-like tool.
This mark-making sparks thinking
about the role of Black  athletes in
the sport of basketball.

Hammons’ video, Gong, shows the
artist observing a construction site on a
New York City street, clamoring with
the sound of power tools. He joins the
construction workers, and begins to
play a gong next to them. His
intervention is meant to transform the
scene: he invites the viewer to consider
the workers as musicians and to
reframe what we first consider noise as
urban music.

Gong, n.d.
Single-channel video, color, sound. 5:15 minutes



NIC Kay (b. 1989, Bronx, USA)

Name the playlist, Deep down inside, deep deep inside, or Table thumping with Uncle Djembe, 2022
Video, iPhone, school desk, sound.

Installed on a phone and on the wall, with a school desk
protruding from it are two videos by interdisciplinary
artist, performer, and choreographer NIC Kay. Interested in
Black cultures and communities online, Kay documents
and collages scenes from everyday life, tailoring their
videos to the formats of TikTok and Instagram. One silent
video shows a close up of an older person’s hand, slowly
tapping on a table; another combines footage of younger
people tapping on school desks, creating a beat. The
audio is played through abstracted vibrations behind the
wall. A QR code invites visitors to experience (on their
phones) the different sounds and music the artist has
been collecting. NIC Kay will also be taking over Wattis
social media for a week in February as part of their work
in this show.

Consuelo Tupper Hernández
(b. 1992, Chile)

Applause Dictionary, 2020-2022
Printed book, 8 x 5 in.

Applause Dictionary is a printed book that is
installed at the Wattis in the form of 17 printed

pages, each with 100 copies for visitors to
take. Tupper Hernández considers the social
and cultural contexts for applause, which we

perform for others and encounters throughout
our lives. In her two column list, we can see

the many kinds of applause, as well as its
different forms and functions. The CCA MFA
graduate explores the range of this communal

act depending on social context: confident,
uncomfortable, professional, sad,

self-sufficient, and even silent.



Raven Chacon (b. 1977, Fort Defiance

American Ledger No. 1, 2022
Performance score on flag, dimensions variable.

This composition is presented in two
different formats in the exhibition. It takes
the form of a flag and has flown above the
entrance to the Wattis throughout all three
parts of Drum Listens to Heart. In Part III,
this composition is also printed on an army
blanket and placed on the Wattis gallery
floor.

The composition presents a score: or an
arrangement for making a piece of music.

Meant to be performed, this score is based
on the story of the founding of the United

States, including moments of violence,
building, erasure, destruction, and rebirth.
Chacon’s score suggests that stories, like

music, do not have to always be told in the
same way. American Ledger No. 1 is meant

to be performed using coins, ax and wood, a
police whistle, and a match.

David Zink Yi (b. 1973, Lima, Peru)
Angel, bist du es? II, 2010
c-print, 24.4 x 33.9 in.

In David Zink Yi’s trio of photographs from 2010
Angel, bist du es?, each captures two pairs of feet:

one standing firmly on the ground, while the other is
suspended in the air. While the image anticipates the

eventual thud of the suspended feet landing on the
ground, it also makes us question if they, instead of

falling, are levitating, jumping, or ascending. The
varying heights of the pairs of feet across the three

images form a visually fluctuating rhythm and beat.
With much of Zink Yi’s work informed by music, his

photographs visualize the percussive. The
Berlin-based artist gives the work a German title,
which translates to Is that you, Angel in English?



Guadalupe Maravilla (b. 1976, San Salvador, El Salvador)

Disease Thrower #16, 2021
Gong, steel, wood, cotton, glue mixture, plastic, loofah, and objects collected from a ritual of

retracing the artist's original migration route.
98 x 96 x 52

Guadalupe Maravilla’s Disease Thrower series
symbolizes healing through spirituality and
non-Western medicine. The large gongs in the
sculptures refer to the healing practice of sound
baths, where sonic vibrations align with bodily
vibrations in deep meditation. These sculptural
“healing machines,” as the artist calls them, are
arrangements of found objects, including toy
snakes, plastic anatomical models, baskets, and
conch shells, all things the artist encountered on
his journey as a young migrant from Central
America to the United States.

On the walls is a painting of tripa chuca, a popular children’s drawing game in El Salvador that
the artist played on his migration journey. As the artist describes the game, participants draw
lines connecting pairs of numbers to form an abstract pattern. In the artwork, collaborators who
share a similar story of migration form an index of cultural exchange. A game of two players, the
artist collaborates with a DACA recipient to paint this on site for the exhibition.

Rie Nakajima (b. 1976, Yokohama, Japan)
Kaeru Oto (Sound, returning), 2023
Motor, timer, wire, objects

Rie Nakajima combines locally sourced everyday
materials with motors to install kinetic sculptures on

site. a small motorized stick taps a can, making it hit a
wall over and over; another hand-made device forces a
small cardboard box to turn in circles, causing the tiny

ball inside to roll from corner to corner in a series of
small thuds; another device repeatedly strikes a sheet of

plastic, making it bounce and vibrate. Spread
throughout a gallery, Nakajima’s playful kinetic

sculptures form a polyrhythmic of sounds and bring
everyday objects to life.



Haegue Yang (b. 1971, Seoul, South Korea)
Scarf with Mitten Ends-Brass Plated #1, 2013/2018

Brass plated bells, metal rings, elastic cord
13 x 224 x 13 cm

Haegue Yang’s interactive Sonicwear sculptures are
partially inspired by Korean shamanism, where female
shamans rattle and dance with bells to summon spirits
and ancestors. Yang is also inspired by European
Bauhaus artists of the early twentieth century: their
creative projects brought together the principles of
architecture, fashion, art, and choreography. Yang
invites gallery attendees to wear her Sonicwear pieces
as scarves and bracelets. With them, the visitor creates
performance and sound with the jangle of brass and
nickel-plated bells on their bodies.

On the walls are digitally printed wallpaper Yang
commissioned for the exhibition. The content
references Peruvian shamanistic ritual, climate change, and the environment.

Susan Howe (b.1937, Boston) & David Grubbs (b.1967, Louisville)

Concordance page 82, 2022 (detail of collage)
Represented in the exhibition by letterpress prints, 6 x ½ x 8 ¾ in. each.

Susan Howe finds rhythm in found language
and inserts a break within the beat of language.
Pages from her poetry collection Concordance

consist of collages made with found words. She
collects this language from sources including
poetry and literature, nature field guides and

legal documents. When read aloud, this
language starts, stops, sputters, and erupts

again, in percussive rhythms. Single pages of
poetry are turned into one-minute recordings

she made with the musician David Grubbs.
These are  played every fifteen minutes

throughout the duration of all three chapters of
the exhibition.



→ Recommended Questions for Discussion

Before your visit…

1. What does percussion mean to you? What comes to mind when you first hear this word?

2. What are forms of percussion that you interact with everyday?

3. Can you think of any examples of percussion that are:
-Physical
-Social
-Political
-Literal
-Metaphorical?

During your visit…

1. How do you experience the artworks included in the exhibition as expressing the
percussive?

2. Which works challenge your conception of percussion?

3. Part III of this exhibition includes works in a variety of formats and mediums. How do
they relate to each other? How do the different works of art in the show respond,
correlate, harmonize, or repercuss with one another?

After your visit…

5. How has your perception of percussion changed?

6. Which of the artworks motivated you to think about the percussive as a social or
political concept?

7. After considering the artworks included in the exhibition, can you think of an example
of anything in another artwork or in everyday life that is a metaphorical example of the
percussive?



→ Related Programming

Live music performances (curated by Diego Villalobos):

January 21, 8pm: Ikue Mori, William Winant, Valentina Magaletti, and NOMON (at The Lab)

February 25, 8pm: Raven Chacon and Music Research Strategies (at The Lab)

Lectures, screenings, and other events:

January 26, 6pm: Josiah Luis Alderete curates a night of poetry readings, exploring the poetics of
percussion and how language can expand a beat.

February 4: 11am: A Healing Sound Bath by Guadalupe Maravilla

March 4, 6pm: A Performance by NIC Kay

https://wattis.org/calendar/saturday-january-21-2023
https://wattis.org/calendar/saturday-february-25-2023
https://wattis.org/calendar


→ A Syllabus for Drum Listens to Heart
***Indicates it is available at the CCA Library

Listening to Percussion

Barthes, Roland. Responsibility of Forms: Critical Essays on Music, Art, and Representation. Translated
by Richard Howawrd. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1991. ***

Brennan, Matt. Kick It: A Social History of the Drum Kit. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020.

Chion, Michel. “Three Listening Modes.” 1993. In The Sound Studies Reader, edited by
Jonathan Sterne, 48-53. New York: Routledge, 2012.

Hopkins, Candice. “Sounding the Margins: A Choir of Minor Voices.” Lecture at Small Projects,
Grønnegata 23, Tromsø and the Norwegian Association of Curators, Tromsø, Northern
Norway, June 14, 2016. https://vimeo.com/178828368

Rensius, Phillip, and Lisa Blanning, eds. Nothing Sounds the Way it Looks. Bern: Norient Books, 2021

Robinson, Dylan. Hungry Listening: Resonant Theory for Indigenous Sound Studies. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press. 2020. ***

Robinson, Dylan, and Cam Scott. “Send and Receive: Dylan Robinson,” Zoom lecture at Send +
Receive, A Festival of Sound, Winnipeg, Manitoba, May 6, 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNCav2i7Bak

The Percussive as a Drum

Agawu, Kofi. The African Imagination in Music. New York: Oxford University Press, 2016.

Blades, James. Percussion Instruments and Their History. Revised ed. London: Faber and Faber, 1984.

Hart, Mickey. Drumming at the Edge of Magic. San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1990.

Hopkins, Candice, and Raven Chacon. “The Forum//Raven Chacon & Candice Hopkins.” Zoom Lecture
at The Lab, San Francisco, CA, December 2020.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfRstOWrIbI

Elms, Anthony, Celeste DiNucci, and Mark Christman eds. Milford Graves: A Mind Body Deal Los
Angeles: Inventory Press and Ars Nova Workshop, 2022.

https://www.worldcat.org/title/responsibility-of-forms-critical-essays-on-music-art-and-representation/oclc/10949763
https://books.google.com/books/about/Kick_It.html?id=iqnDDwAAQBAJ&source=kp_book_description
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_8CU7LiKvdDbgtIEy_f4t5kK3YTcNerv/view?usp=sharing
https://norient.com/philipp-rhensius/introduction-nothing-sounds
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/hungry-listening
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNCav2i7Bak
https://www.amazon.com/African-Imagination-Music-Kofi-Agawu/dp/0190263210
https://www.amazon.com/Percussion-Instruments-Their-History-Blades/dp/0571088589
https://www.amazon.com/Drumming-Edge-Magic-Journey-Percussion/dp/1888358181
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfRstOWrIbI
http://www.inventorypress.com/product/milford-graves-a-mind-body-deal


Mowitt, John. Percussion: Drumming, Beating, Striking. Durham: Duke University Press, 2002.

The Percussion as a Spirit
Chacon, Raven. 2022. For Zitkála-?á. First ed. N.p.: New Documents, 2022.

Deren, Maya. The Divine Horsemen: The Living Gods of Haiti. New York: McPherson & Company, 1953.
***

Cahill, Zachary. Theaster Gates: Every Square Needs a Circle. Chicago: Richard Gray Gallery, 2020.

Hurston, Zora N. 2009. Tell My Horse: Voodoo and Life in Haiti and Jamaica. Edited by Henry L. Gates.
New York: HarperCollins, 2009.

Redmond, Layne. When the Drummers Were Women. New York: Three Rivers Press, 1997.

Wayne Cook, Cynthia. From the Center: The Drawings of Luke Anguhadluq. Toronto: Art Gallery of
Ontario, 1993.

Thompson, Robert F. Flash of the Spirit: African and Afro-American Art and Philosophy. New York:
Vintage Books, 1984.

Percussion is Political

Agudio, Elena, Anna Jäger, Saskia Köbschall, and Bonaventure Soh Bejeng Ndikung, eds. I Will Draw a
Map of What You Never See: Endeavors in Rhythmanalysis. Berlin: SAVVY Contemporary and Archive
Books, 2019.

Attali, Jacques. “Noise: The Political Economy of Music.” 1977. In The Sound Studies Reader, edited by
Jonathan Sterne, 28-33. New York: Routledge, 2012.

Fletcher, Annie, and The Otolith Group. “Eastman is the Matter at Hand.” Panel discussion at the Sonic
Acts Festival in the Flemish Cultural Center de Brakke Grond, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, February
2019. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBG4XNzjVe8

Gilroy, Paul. 2019. “"Rhythm in the Force of Forces": Music and Political Time.” Critical Times 2, no. 3
(December): 370-395. https://doi.org/10.1215/26410478-7862525.

Ginwala, Natasha. Museum of Rhythm, Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2018.

Hamdan, Lawrence Abu. “The Sonic Image.” Zoom lecture at Berkeley Center for New Media,
April 5, 2021. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8sWI0Z49eg

https://read.dukeupress.edu/books/book/704/PercussionDrumming-Beating-Striking
https://new-documents.org/books/for-zitkala-sa-raven-chacon
https://www.amazon.com/Divine-Horsemen-Living-Gods-Haiti/dp/0914232630
https://www.amazon.com/Theaster-Gates-Every-Square-Circle/dp/0996454047
https://www.amazon.com/Tell-My-Horse-Voodoo-Jamaica/dp/0061695130#:~:text=Tell%20My%20Horse%20is%20Zora,calling%20herself%20out%20on%20it.
https://www.amazon.com/When-Drummers-Were-Women-Spiritual/dp/0609801287
https://www.amazon.com/centre-drawings-Luke-Anguhadluq/dp/1895235014
https://books.google.com/books/about/Flash_of_the_Spirit.html?id=yM9vDwAAQBAJ&source=kp_book_description
https://www.archivebooks.org/i-will-draw-a-map-of-what-you-never-see/
https://www.archivebooks.org/i-will-draw-a-map-of-what-you-never-see/
https://www.routledge.com/The-Sound-Studies-Reader/Sterne/p/book/9780415771313
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBG4XNzjVe8
https://read.dukeupress.edu/critical-times/article/2/3/370/149392/Rhythm-in-the-Force-of-Forces-Music-and-Political
https://doi.org/10.1215/26410478-7862525
https://www.sternberg-press.com/product/the-museum-of-rhythm/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8sWI0Z49eg


Harney, Stefano, and Fred Moten. All Incomplete. New York: Minor Compositions, 2021.

Howe, Susan. Concordances. Cambridge: New Directions Publishing Corporation, 2020.

Lefebvre, Henri. Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time, and Everyday Life.1992. New York: Bloomsbury
Academic, 2019.

Moten, Fred. In the Break. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003. ***

Moten, Fred. Black and Blur (consent not to be a single being), Durham: Duke University Press, 2017.
***

Moten, Fred. Stolen Life (consent not to be a single being). Durham: Duke University Press, 2018. ***

Moten, Fred. The Universal Machine (consent not to be a single being), Durham: Duke University Press,
2018. ***

McNeill, William H. Keeping Together in Time: Dance and Drill and Human History. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1995.

Nancy, Jean-Luc. 2007. Listening (Perspectives in Continental Philosophy). Translated by Charlotte
Mandell. New York: Fordham University Press, 2007.

Reed, Ishmael. Mumbo Jumbo. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996.

https://www.akpress.org/all-incomplete.html
https://books.google.com/books/about/Concordance.html?id=sk_mygEACAAJ&source=kp_book_description
https://monoskop.org/images/d/d2/Lefebvre_Henri_Rhythmanalysis_Space_Time_and_Everyday_Life.pdf
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/in-the-break
https://www.dukeupress.edu/black-and-blur
https://www.dukeupress.edu/stolen-life
https://www.dukeupress.edu/the-universal-machine
https://www.amazon.com/Keeping-Together-Time-Dance-History/dp/0674502299/ref=pd_sbs_sccl_3_1/133-1628712-1436148?pd_rd_w=MfYmW&content-id=amzn1.sym.2dc9b33d-bf98-4c85-be26-75af626c0551&pf_rd_p=2dc9b33d-bf98-4c85-be26-75af626c0551&pf_rd_r=XNPE2AGHPXMA9GWAAY8E&pd_rd_wg=dbGlN&pd_rd_r=a5974691-ad5b-4683-858b-7808b78f87aa&pd_rd_i=0674502299&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Mumbo-Jumbo-Ishmael-Reed/dp/0684824779

